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HALF THE SKY November 10, 2020 update
THE MOTHER: ........ no religion, Universe, Quantum, Observer, Consciousness, Your-SELF;
HALF THE SKY: ...... no religion, no judgment, Half The Sky, Mother Earth, THE MOTHER;
ESCHATOLOGY: ... all religions, Last Judgment, Devi-Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh, EschatonResurrection-Qiyamah, Kalki-Second Coming, Global Warming-End Times.
November 10, 2020
I regard this post updating Your-SELF to be extremely important for HALF THE SKY. Even as Kamala
Harris becomes the vice-President of America, Kathera has just been shot and blinded in
Afghanistan, another terrifying lesson and statistic for any daughter, sister, or wife who dare seek
relief from the kaffirs of the Kaaba. For the father, sanctioning the death of Kathera was another
halal version of honor killings. It is the terror of the patriarchal gauntlet that many Muslim women
have to endure.
I cannot emphasize how vital that HALF THE SKY grasps the topic being discussed: the SELF of all! It
is given by Pravrajika Divyanandaprana and it is excellent. No question.
I have waited long to obtain illumination that will educate us about the Self, the sonum bonum of
Hinduism and Sikhism. Even though this is the highest attainment possible few are interested. It is an
abstract concept that is beyond the scope of ordinary humans to understand, less attain.
The Self suffers from an identity crisis. How do you embrace your SELF? What rituals and mantras do
you invoke? Who has experienced the SELF? What …? ….? ….?
I can keep on asking questions but the result will be the same: none. It has never happened in
history …………………. not until the Advent of the Comforter Shri Mataji and the opening of the
Kingdom of God (Sahasrara) May 5, 1970. It is the Age where the Savior identifies the Matriarchal
identity of the HOLY SPIRIT who will remain within for all times after the Resurrection.
In short, Jesus is talking about the SELF for those who have ears that hear him. Without a shadow of
a doubt, you know what Jesus is talking about if you have spent more than 25 years trying to
understand his parables and comparing them to the Comforter’s explanation in particular, and
Christianity in general.
But in the link, Your-SELF Pravrajika does not discuss any other scriptures except those of Hinduism.
There is no question that Pravrajika knows the Self but not the SELF. It is all about Hinduism but what
evidence does she have to identify the SELF? There are few as the SELF is limited by the patriarchy
of the Ramakrishna Mission that Pravrajika belongs to.
“The mission is a non-sectarian organisation and ignores caste distinctions.
Ramakrishna ashrama's religious activities include satsang and arati. Satsang
includes communal prayers, songs, rituals, discourses, reading and meditation.
Arati involves the ceremonial waving of lights before the images of a deity of
holy person and is performed twice in a day. Ramakrishna ashramas observes
major Hindu festivals, including Maha Shivarathri, Rama Navami, Krishna Ashtami
and Durga Puja. They also give special place to the birthdays of Ramakrishna,
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Sarada Devi, Swami Vivekananda and other monastic disciples of Ramakrishna. 1
January is celebrated as Kalpataru Day.”
Question: So what scriptural evidence do you, Jagbir Singh, have?
Answer: I will further than that and ask: What scriptural experience do you have? The scriptural
evidence from the scriptures of Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam is all
over www.adishakti.org.
The scriptural experience is the Cool Breeze experienced by hundreds of thousands since the
19070s, including Lalita, Gurpal and Vipin.
Given that Lalita’s experience of the Cool Breeze of the Holy Spirit in Montreal is the same as
Gurpall’s Dasam Dwaar opening in Toronto and Vipin’s Kundalini Shakti awakening in Kuala
Lumpur, the choice between rape and salvation is whether even a single priest, pastor, bishop,
pope, rabbi, imam, mullah, shaikh, ayatollah, swami, pandit, brahmin, acarya, granthi, giani,
lama, monk, or dalai lama ever had one! Most will choose the patriarchal position. (September 22,
2020)
Though Pravrajika has condensed Know the Self to the purity required for pranaam, she still does
not answer the fundamental question: “How to identify Your-SELF?” How do embrace yourSELF?
How to experience SELF?
The answers to all the above questions are given in the following elements of Quantum
Mechanics:
The Case of the Double Vision
The Case of the Double Talk
The Case of the Double Witnesses
The Case of the Double Time
The Case of the Double Mothers
The Case of the Double Bodies
The Case of the Double Worlds
“This is what Jesus realized 2000 years ago: "I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot
bear them now. There are things that Jesus' followers cannot bear. (The verb is bastazein, which
means to carry a burden; there was truth which exceeded the disciples' capacity, and Jesus will
say no more now than his hearers can hold.) The comment about the limitation of the disciples in a
now-time is made from the advantage of the then-time, when Jesus followers can sustain a
greater weight of truth.” (Stevick 2011, 257)
It is only in two distinct Ages that you will hear the Savior speak: the first was the Age 2,000 years
ago, and the second which is the present Age that has Come. In the latter, you will again be able
to hear Jesus through the words of the Comforter. No human heard him in-between the last 20
centuries.
It is obvious that even though he walked all over Galilee, Samaria, Judea as he traveled between
Nazareth and Jerusalem, his audience never understand the Kingdom of God he kept repeating
during his very short time on Earth.
Within fours year he was hanging on the Cross. No ears heard him since. I believe Jesus had the
shortest of walks but his footsteps have left an eternal presence on Earth.
Before departing Christ promised that ears will hear again in the Age where, as others continue to
talk the talk, he will walk the talk:
The Jesus brought to remembrance by the Comforter is so different from the Christian Jesus. Your
ears ‘hear’ what the Savior spoke 2000 years ago. He is reminding (hypomimnesko) you that
he is fulfilling his promise of John 14:26! The Christians of that Jesus talk-the-talk. The Jesus of the
Comforter will now make them walk-the-walk! (May 31, 2020)
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It is also the future Age for which he issued this forewarning:
"And whoever shall speak a word against the Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him; but whoever
shall speak against the Holy Spirit, it shall not be forgiven him, either in this Age, or in the Age to
Come."
We are at that Age that has Come, “the then-time, when Jesus followers can sustain a greater
weight of truth.”* To realize that THE MOTHER is Your-SELF is the weightiest and priceless. It is
specifically for HALF THE SKY.
HALF THE SKY must become conscious of the vast, rich, all-encompassing spiritual ecosystem of THE
MOTHER. The identity of Your-SELF to be the HOLY SPIRIT within, the AYKAA MAYEE residing as the
ANTARJAMEE within is probably the most comforting in a world where Trump continues to terrify:
Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, my mind dances like a peacock in
the rains of the Resurrection. (April 11, 2020)
I am comforted from within every day. May you also be,
jagbir
* I never knew the true meaning of what Jesus meant by “greater weight of truth” for the last 25
years. I am realizing that HALF THE SKY is also a vital learning process for me. These are discoveries
that will now keep me walking in the footsteps of the Jesus of Nazareth. Without Quantum
Mechanics it is impossible to understand his Kingdom of God (Sahasrara) where THE MOTHER
resides as Your-SELF. Thank you.
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